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This is a collection of 43 poems read in English by LibriVox volunteers for February 2022. This recording is in the public domain and may be reproduced, distributed, or modified without permission. For more information or to volunteer, visit librivox.org.

01 - America the Beautiful - Katharine Lee Bates - read by Lee Vogler
02 - Among The Mountains - George Lansing Raymond - read by Larry Wilson
03 - An Argument - Vachel Lindsay - read by Ron Altman
04 - At Sunset - E. Pauline Johnson - read by Kelly J. Plante
05 - A Ballad Of Whitechapel - Isaac Rosenberg - read by Larry Wilson
06 - The Congo - Vachel Lindsay - read by Ron Altman
07 - Cupid and Campaspe - John Lyly - read by Ike Sherr
08 - The Dead Drummer - Thomas Hardy - read by Michael Silversteen
09 - Don't You See? - Katharine Lee Bates - read by Lee Vogler
10 - Erie Waters - E. Pauline Johnson - read by Kelly J. Plante
11 - Falling Asleep - Caroline Leakey - read by Newgatenovelist
12 - For You Mother - Hilda Conkling - read by Ms. Lee
13 - The Gates of Death - Katharine Lee Bates - read by Bruce Kachuk
14 - God's Grandeur - Gerard Manley Hopkins - read by Ben Gill
15 - Grim, King of the Ghosts - Anonymous - read by Timothy Ferguson
16 - A Hymn - Phineas Fletcher - read by Winston Tharp
17 - I do not love Thee - Caroline Elizabeth Sarah Norton - read by mleigh
18 - The Imperfect Lover - Siegfried Sassoon - read by Cavaet
19 - I Wandered Lonel... - William Wordsworth - read by Ben Gill
20 - I Will Make You Brooches - Robert Louis Stevenson - read by Ben Gill
21 - A Jelly-Fish - Marianne Moore - read by Bvince
22 - The Lake Isle of Innisfree - William Butler Yeats - read by Bvince
23 - Moonlight - Caroline Leakey - read by Newgatenovelist
24 - The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock - T. S. Eliot - read by Michael Silversteen
25 - Moonlight - Caroline Leakey - read by Newgatenovelist
26 - The Mystery - Paul Laurence Dunbar - read by Shiyah K. Trotman
27 - The Negro Speaks of Rivers - Langston Hughes - read by Shiyah K. Trotman
28 - On Chloris Walking in the snow - William Strode - read by Ike Sherr
29 - On Knowing When to Stop - L. J. Bridgman - read by mleigh
30 - Our Lady of the Snows - Rudyard Kipling - read by Miyuu
31 - Out in the Fields - Elizabeth Barrett Browning - read by Ike Sherr
32 - Out of the Window - Aldous Huxley - read by Krista Zaleski
33 - The Pansy - Anonymous - read by Cavaet
34 - The Passing Soul - Katharine Lee Bates - read by Bruce Kachuk
35 - Prelude - Edmond McKenna - read by Larry Wilson
36 - Puella Mea - E. E. Cummings - read by KevinS
37 - The Puppet-Player - Angelina Weld Grimké - read by Winston Tharp
38 - Revery - Fenton Johnson - read by Winston Tharp
39 - Times there are I love to wander - Caroline Leakey - read by Newgatenovelist
40 - To Helen - Edgar Allan Poe - read by Ron Altman
41 - Wee-Win - E. Pauline Johnson - read by Kelly J. Plante
42 - We're Love But True - Katharine Lee Bates - read by Bruce Kachuk
43 - Yellow Clover - Katharine Lee Bates - read by Lee Vogler
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